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18. Chess: Breaking the Code
Imagine that, overwhelmed by a dire national emergency, the 

Government were to summon a group of chess grandmasters to become the 
guiding lights to identify and implement the solution to the crisis. Sounds 
farfetched? It has happened once before. 

This singular story is told (with some dramatic licence) in the award-
winning film, The Imitation Game, starring Benedict Cumberbatch as 
Alan Turing, the genius who designed the computers for the decryption 
programme, Ultra, which ultimately broke the Enigma military codes used 
by the Nazis. 

By the start of World War Two, British intelligence had already established 
a high security operation at Bletchley Park, where code-breakers assembled 
to try and crack the secret cyphers of the Wehrmacht, Luftwaffe and 
Kriegsmarine. Turing, indeed, arrived at Bletchley on September 4, 1939, 
the day after war had been declared. It was in a good cause. It has been 
estimated that the work of the Bletchley team may have shaved two years 
off the war and saved 14 million lives.  

The Imitation Game quite rightly glorifies the vital role played by Turing, 
if embellishing the facts. The film also acknowledges the role of the chess 
experts by including as a leading character Conel Hugh O’Donel Alexander. 
Known for understandable reasons as CHOD, he was twice British Chess 
Champion and vanquished the coming World Champion, Mikhail Botvinnik, 
in the 1946 Anglo-Soviet radio match .

However, what comes across less clearly is that Bletchley recruited 
virtually every leading chess master in the UK. The sole exceptions were 
B.H. Wood, a talented chess writer and editor, who, however, was suspected 
of being a Communist, and William Winter, who actually was a card-carrying 
member of the Communist Party. 

Apart from Alexander himself, who went on to a glittering career at 
GCHQ, the UK government listening post, and who was awarded the CBE, the 
chess fraternity at Bletchley also numbered Harry Golombek, thrice winner 
of the British Chess Championship, who later received the OBE as well as 
promotion to Grandmaster Emeritus. Harry was also my predecessor as 
chess correspondent of The Times.

Yet Golombek’s chief distinction in the chess universe was to write 
a series of chess books which inspired a generation of chess aspirants, 
including myself. They included accounts of the 1948, 1954 and 1957 
world championship matches, as well as classic anthologies of the best 
games of the great Cuban world champion José Raul Capablanca and the 
Hypermodern pioneer Richard Réti. Golombek was more of a stylist and 
annotator than an historian of the game. 

Golombek’s most spectacular game was a sensational draw in 1952 
against the Soviet Grandmaster Yefim Geller, while his most illustrious 
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victim across the chessboard was the Dutch former world champion Dr. 
Max Euwe, here .

By no means least amongst the chess illuminati at Bletchley was Stuart 
Milner-Barry, also a member of the British chess team. Milner-Barry rose 
to great eminence in the civil service, was awarded a knighthood and came 
close to becoming British chess champion, though the best he eventually 
achieved was silver medal. 

Milner-Barry’s most prominent victim was the Hungarian-American 
grandmaster Pal Benko, twice a candidate for the world championship, in 
this 1956 game .

In the film it is Turing who delivers the vitally important letter to Winston 
Churchill, requesting vastly increased resources for the cypher breakers, 
resources which enabled Turing to build his longed for decryption engines. 
In reality, it was Milner-Barry who was entrusted with this task. Churchill 
reacted promptly, turning to General Ismay with the memorable command: 
“Action this day.” The Red Sea of obstructive bureaucracy duly parted. 

I never played against Alexander, who retired from active play before my 
time, though I did serve many times under his captaincy in the British Chess 
Federation team. Indeed, Alexander captained the team which featured in 
my recent column for TheArticle “Smokescreens”. There I recounted my 
efforts to extinguish the conflagration which threatened to engulf the game 
between Jan Donner and Jonathan Penrose, when the Dutch Grandmaster’s 
ashtray burst into flames. 

Having encountered Golombek twice across the board, I found him to be 
extremely solid: both games ended as draws. Milner-Barry was a knight of 
the old school, who hated draws and always steered uncompromisingly for 
the most aggressive course. He tended to overplay his hand and I found him 
relatively easy to defeat. 

The Bletchley chess player whom I never even met was Alan Turing. 
Turing was fascinated by chess, but was by no means in the same league as 
Alexander, Milner-Barry and Golombek. Indeed, Golombek told me that in 
his games against Turing, he would turn the board around after Turing had 
(invariably) resigned and proceed to beat Turing again from the position 
the computer genius had already abandoned as hopeless. 

Turing may not have excelled at chess, but he did create the first viable 
chess programme. Computer science was not yet sufficiently advanced 
during the 1940s for a physical computer to be able to play chess, but 
Turing did the next best thing, given the resources of the day. He developed 
algorithms on paper which could lead to selection of chess moves, and thus 
play a “computer” generated game. 

Below is a game by Turing’s chess-playing paper computer. Two things 
stand out. The first is an inexplicable blunder by the computer at the end. 
The other striking point involves the twin advances of the white pawns 
on the a and h files at the two extremities of the chessboard. This is eerily 
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predictive of the style of the Alpha Zero computer programme, brainchild of 
another British computing genius, Demis Hassabis CBE. 

As Grandmaster Matthew Sadler and Natasha Regan demonstrate in their 
book, Game Changer, such flank pawn advances are a commonplace of the 
winning strategies of what is probably the strongest chess engine the world 
has seen, or perhaps will ever see. In that sense Alan Turing displayed truly 
astonishing prescience. Though his contribution to the victory in World War 
Two was rewarded by the OBE, after his conviction for “gross indecency”, 
the heartless authorities punished him with chemical castration for his 
“criminal” homosexuality, leading to his probable suicide in 1954. 

On December 24, 2013, after a gap of nearly sixty years, Turing’s criminal 
conviction was finally overturned under the Royal Prerogative of Mercy. 

Justice had finally triumphed, though, as Shakespeare (another chess 
player, see my column here ) put it in Richard III: “But he, poor man, by your 
first order died, /And that a winged Mercury did bear; /Some tardy cripple 
bore the countermand, /That came too lag to see him buried.”

Turing - Glennie
Manchester, 1952

1.e4
This game is of considerable historical interest since it is arguably the 

first computer chess game. Turing devised a chess playing program which, 
for lack of a computer to program, was operated with paper and pencil. This 
was the result when it played Alick Glennie, a colleague of Turing’s.

1… e5 2. Nc3 Nf6 3.d4 Bb4 4. Nf3 d6 5. Bd2 Nc6 6.d5 Nd4 7.h4 Bg4 8.a4 
Nxf3+ 9.gxf3 Bh5 10. Bb5+ c6 11.dxc6 O-O 12.cxb7 Rb8 13. Ba6 Qa5 14. 
Qe2 Nd7 15. Rg1 Nc5 16. Rg5 Bg6 17. Bb5 Nxb7 18. O-O-O Nc5 19. Bc6 
Rfc8 20. Bd5 Bxc3 21. Bxc3 Qxa4 

22. Kd2 Ne6 23. Rg4 Nd4 24. Qd3 Nb5 25. Bb3 Qa6 26. Bc4 Bh5 
27. Rg3 Qa4 28. Bxb5 Qxb5 29. Qxd6 Rd8 0-1
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19. Your Home is Your Castle
In my writings during the Pandemic Year I have tried to separate the game 

of chess from its abstruse theory, complicated variations and analysis of 
mind-boggling chessboard encounters. Readers who have followed me thus 
far will have understood that my chief aim has been to connect chess with 
culture, art and social trends. Indeed, one of my firm beliefs is that chess can 
act as a kind of weathervane or mirror, not only reflecting developments 
in the outside world, but also predictive of wider social developments to 
come.

In Section 17, The Game of War, I published some statistics concerning 
one of the world’s most popular online chess services: www.chess.com. This 
site offers chess tuition, live coverage of important tournaments, archives 
of outstanding games from the past and, of course, the facility to compete 
against human or computer opponents around the world, at any time of the 
day or night, whenever and wherever you are. According to some YouGov 
statistics of a couple of years ago, globally there were 600 million chess 
enthusiasts — a figure that was much denigrated by a handful of doubting 
Thomases. 

At the time of my writing The Game of War, chess.com could proudly boast 
that they had some 30 million members and that an astonishing 4,453,868 
games had been played online, on their site alone, during the day I checked. 
On Wednesday April 23, just twelve days later, I returned for an update. 
Membership had risen to 36,092,133, while the total of games played 
during the past twenty four hours had increased to 4,850,067. If one site 
can attract such numbers, it does not demand a huge leap of faith to accept 
that old   figure of 600 million chess enthusiasts around the planet. Indeed, 
chess.com reported that during March alone of this year, their subscriber 
base had increased by a quantity that would normally have taken them ten 
years to achieve.  

It is evident that this bonanza has been driven by the multiple national 
lockdowns caused by the Coronavirus. As entire populations retreat into 
the fortresses of their own homes and pull up the drawbridges behind 
them, it has become apparent that chess, as a challenging and stimulating 
mental exercise, is the ideal activity for isolated individuals and families 
to fill their newly discovered spare time. Photos now appear regularly on 
social media of grandparents playing chess against their grand-offspring, 
the English Chess Federation in conjunction with the charity Chess in 
Schools and Communities has launched an ambitious online programme to 
attract a million school kids to take up chess, and the ease with which chess 
can now be played online accounts for the massive surge in membership for   
chess.com   — which is, in fact, just one chess site among many.  

The most indicative chess trend, with reverberations for the world at 
large, is that major chess events are now moving rapidly online, and may 


